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Avian Medicine
A practical guide to caring for parakeets that covers purchasing, cages and
maintenance, food, health care and diseases, behavior, toys, talking, and breeding,
and includes a section on wild parakeets in Australia.

Indian Ringneck
Ringneck Parakeets are one of the most likeable parrots among bird enthusiasts
because of their appealing colors, intelligence and outgoing personalities, they
have been around since ancient times and were even regarded as sacred beings!
These birds have a reputation of being very sociable and interactive to people,
they can adapt well in captivity and adjusts easily to a normal human lifestyle.
They're also generally low maintenance compared to other birds, which makes
them a very ideal pet bird. They're great longtime companions, and for that you
need some guidance on how to take care of them, raise them and possibly learn
how to be like them as well as teach them to be like you! Fortunately, this ultimate
guide will teach you on how to be the best Ringneck Parakeet owner you can be!
Inside this book, you will find tons of helpful information about Ringneck Parakeets:
how they live, how to care for them and realize the great benefits of owning one!
Ringneck Parakeets Facts & Information, where to buy, health, diet, lifespan, types,
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breeding, fun facts and more!

Parrots
Conure lovers will find advice for both children and adults that will help them keep
a conure active and healthy.

Indian Ringneck as Pet
Stewart Evans and Mike Fidler, with input by Dr Stacey Gelis, Russell Kingston, Dr
Debra McDonald, David Myers and Sarah Pryke, have combined to produce the
definitive work on what is arguable the world's most beautiful and popular
passerine. With 240 pages and over 100 colour plates, this book, based on many
years of research and experience, is a wealth of information, covering the species
in the wild and of the breeding in captivity, health and diseases, nutrition,
ultraviolet vision, mutations and genetics and much more. Case bound and finished
in hard cover with gold leaf, this quality piece will be highly sought after for
decades to come.

Problematic Wildlife
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An indispensable guide to nature and outdoor photography, from the acclaimed
author of Creative Bird Photography. This beautifully illustrated, inspirational guide
to nature photography is packed with practical advice presented in author Bill
Coster's informative but accessible writing style. It takes a fresh approach to the
subject, breaking it up into chapters on habitats, each of which contains images of
specific aspects of the environment, starting with landscapes and moving on to
plants and animals. Each photograph demonstrates particular points and
approaches, taking into account light conditions, terrain and the general
surroundings. Fascinating anecdotes about Coster's experiences in each habitat
bring the images to life. Each photograph is accompanied by detailed technical
data, as well as information on locations and other issues that need to be tackled
in order to achieve the perfect shot. There is also an up-to-date chapter on bird
photography basics, including equipment such as cameras and lenses.

The Conure Handbook
This book offers practitioners and students an overview of avian medicine and
surgery in an easily assimilable form: over 200 cases are presented as integrated
questions and color illustrations followed immediately by detailed explanations
designed to educate, not just to test. Covering psittacines, pigeons, game birds,
ratites, raptors and waterfowl, the cases appear in random order, just as they
would in practice, and cover all the more common avian problems facing
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veterinarians. The book will be useful as a revision aid in preparation for exams
and as a reference in continuing professional development. It will also be a source
of much enjoyment to its readers.

Parrots
The Indian Ringnecked parrot is one of the most elegant and most sought after
birds in the Psittacine Family. Their quirky personality can be very endearing,
which is why they are among the most popular options for pet parrots. This also
means that they are readily available, making it easy for you to bring one home
when you are ready for one.Indian Ringnecks, like all parrots, are extremely
intelligent and are hence, easy to train to perform several tricks. They are also
easy to train to talk which makes them extremely entertaining as well.These
elegant parrots are available in a range of bright and pastel colors. The distinct
ring around the neck gives them their name and they can be distinguished by their
long tail too.With this book, you will get all the information you need, starting from
how to identify the bird, choose a healthy bird for your home, make sure that you
form a strong bond and also keep the parrot healthy and happy for life.

Parrot Tricks
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Caique Parrot. Caiques as Pets. Caique Keeping, Care, Pros and
Cons, Housing, Diet and Health.
The Indian Ringnecked parrot is one of the most elegant and most sought after
birds in the Psittacine Family. Their quirky personality can be very endearing,
which is why they are among the most popular options for pet parrots. This also
means that they are readily available, making it easy for you to bring one home
when you are ready for one.Indian Ringnecks, like all parrots, are extremely
intelligent and are hence, easy to train to perform several tricks. They are also
easy to train to talk which makes them extremely entertaining as well.These
elegant parrots are available in a range of bright and pastel colors. The distinct
ring around the neck gives them their name and they can be distinguished by their
long tail too.With this book, you will get all the information you need, starting from
how to identify the bird, choose a healthy bird for your home, make sure that you
form a strong bond and also keep the parrot healthy and happy for life.

The Indian Ringneck Breeder's Handbook Revised
KEEP YOUR PARROT STIMULATED AND ACTIVE, AND HE WILL KEEP YOU
ENTERTAINED! By nature, parrots are inquisitive, intelligent, and social animals.
You can capitalize on these characteristics and obedience train your bird, teaching
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him behaviors that will make your life and his more enjoyable--behaviors such as
stepping on your hand or wrist on command, and going to a designated perch.
Then you can progress to teach him all kinds of tricks. He'll love the attention,
communication, and socialization. From the essential basics of obedience training
to awesome tricks that will amuse and amaze your friends, Parrot Tricks covers: *
Techniques to use during the ""get acquainted"" period * Setting up a training area
and using food as a training tool * Training basics such as targeting, luring, and
using cues * Necessary obedience skills such as step up, come, perch, and stay *
The basic retrieve command, the foundation of many tricks * Simple tricks such as
shake hands, high five, kiss, and take a bow * Tricks based on the retrieve
command, including basketball, ring on the peg, and stacking cups * Advanced
tricks such as pulling a wagon, pushing a grocery cart, raising a flag, and riding a
skateboard * Innovative tricks that showcase your bird's natural abilities * Chaining
tricks, such as recycling and going to the mailbox * Verbalizations and talking
using the Rival/Model Method or the Positive Reward Method * Directions for
making simple props With this book, patience, and practice, you'll build your
understanding of and relationship with your bird as you build a repertoire of tricks.
You can get your parrot to jump through hoops for you--literally!

Pet bird diseases and care
This book provides fundamental information on pet birds, menaces, and advances
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made in the diagnosis and treatment of menaces. It is the only book covering all
species of pet birds, menaces and their individual management. The handful of
related books available worldwide are largely outdated and focus on a single
species or breed of pet bird. The book encompasses the history of bird keeping,
common breeds of birds, their nutritional requirements, list of zoonotic diseases
transmitted by birds and guideline for their prevention. It covers infectious, noninfectious clinical and metabolic diseases, and toxicity in detail with a special focus
on the history of diseases, etiology, affected hosts, pathogenesis, clinical signs,
diagnosis and treatment. Separate chapters detail relevant diagnostic techniques,
management and care practices, including updated information. The book offers
an invaluable guide for students and teachers in the field of (avian) veterinary
medicine, scientists/research scholars working in related fields, and avian medicine
practitioners, as well as all those progressive bird owners who want to know the
basics of their care and management.

Sally Blanchard's Companion Parrot Handbook
Many scientific bird names describe a bird's habits, habitat, distribution or a
plumage feature, while others are named after their discoverers or in honour of
prominent ornithologists. This extraordinary work of reference lists the generic and
specific name for almost every species of bird in the world and gives its meaning
and derivation. In the case of eponyms brief biographical details are provided for
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each of the personalities commemorated in the scientific names. This fascinating
book is an outstanding source of information which will both educate and inform,
and may even help to understand birds better.

Small Animal Care and Management
Create a "home tweet home" for this colorful, lively bird This plain-English guide
helps readers find the right parakeet and offers expert advice on feathering his
nest, from setting up the cage and selecting foods to keeping messes at bay.
Readers will discover how to groom a parakeet, recognize the symptoms of illness,
and keep a parakeet safe from other pets. They will also see how to teach a
parakeet to talk, understand parakeet behavior, and find an avian veterinarian.

Parrots For Dummies
Everything you need to know about caring for parakeets as pets

Ringneck Parakeets
Discusses how to care for caged birds, covering such topics as preparing for a bird,
nutrition, breeding, training, and health and hygiene
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Teaching Your Bird to Talk
Chapters include general management, care, and breeding of pet and breeder
birds with information gleamed from various breeders across the world. Individual
chapters present on 13 of the most popular conures kept in captivity. Chapter on
health and diseases is written by an avian veterinarian.

A Guide To- Asiatic Parrots in Australia
The genetics, mutations, and combinations of mutations of over 80 species of
parrot are discussed. Numerous examples of breeding outcomes assist the breeder
in understanding how various mutations can be bred and developed. Divided into
three basic sections—primary mutations, combinations of mutations, and technical
detail. Includes two Glossaries of Terms used. Regarded as the definitive title on
parrot genetics.

A Guide to Popular Conures as Pet and Aviary Birds
The Caique parrot is known as the clown of the parrot world. The funny demeanor
of the bird, coupled with the awkward antics makes this parrot a very entertaining
companion. They are brightly colored in shades of yellow and green. These
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medium sized birds can learn several tricks as they are highly intelligent
creatures.These birds are fun loving, confident and happy. They are known for
being extremely curious by nature which actually makes it fun to watch them
pecking around and exploring their cage. This book will give you all the information
that you need with respect to raising your Caique parrot the right way. Details
about training the bird and handling them correctly have been included so that you
can form a strong relationship with your pet. This book is great for beginners who
are contemplating about bringing this bird home. It will help you assess if this bird
is a suitable pet for you or not so you can make an informed choice. Covered in
this book: Care Costs Daily care Do's and don'ts Feeding Health Hygiene History
Intelligence One or two Personality Pro's and Con's Tips on buying Training
Travelling and much more

Helm Dictionary of Scientific Bird Names
A Guide to Eclectus Parrots as Pet and Aviary Birds
"Filled with the information every bird-ownerneeds." Joel Murphy, DVM, ABVP,
author of How to Care For Your Pet Bird Praise for Birds for Dummies(r) "Squawk
about this! A lightheartedinformative book about the care and maintenance of our
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fine-feathered friends." - Gary A. Gallerstein, DVM, author of The Complete Bird
Owner's Handbook "At last - a book that contains more than just pretty bird
pictures. This was fun to read. It is clear, concise, factual, useful, and
understandable." -Linda Biggi, owner, Bird Gardens Full-color guide to pet birds
inside! "You will not be disappointed." Walter Rosskopf, Jr., DVM, Dipl. ABVP
Certified in Avian Practice Get the word on birds! From finches and canaries to
conures and macaws, this friendly guide describes the species that make the best
pets, explains how to select the bird who's best for you, offers tips on bonding with
your feathered friend, and provides expert advice on feeding and grooming.
Discover how to: Choose the right bird for your budget and lifestyle Create a birdfriendly environment Minimize noise and mess Keep your bird groomed, fit, and
healthy Bond with your bird Get smart! www.dummies.com Register to win cool
prizes Browse exclusive articles and excerpts Get a free Dummies Daily(TM) e-mail
newsletter Chat with authors and preview other books Talk to us, ask questions,
get answers

Indian Ringneck Parakeet Guide Book
Reader-friendly and engaging, SMALL ANIMAL CARE AND MANAGEMENT, Fourth
Edition, offers a comprehensive guide to the care and husbandry of small animals.
Through a logical flow of information, it introduces readers to the basics of the
small animal industry, including the history, safety concerns and care and welfare
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of these animals before diving into the specifics of each, with chapters covering
dogs, cats, reptiles, birds, fish and exotic species. Full-color photos and illustrations
visually depict various breeds and their characteristics, anatomy, handling
techniques, housing and other care concerns to facilitate learning, while activities
and additional resources offer the opportunity for application and further study.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

The Parakeet Handbook
Offers positive, humane methods for training a parrot, focusing on such common
issues as nail trimming, wing clipping, harnesses, riding in a carrier, and behavioral
enrichment.

The Gouldian Finch
General chapters discuss housing, feeding, breeding, as well as the numerous
plumage and pigment details on the colors and mutations in these species.
Chapter on health and diseases is written by an avian veterinarian. Individual
chapters present each species including their respective mutations.
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The Perfectly Trained Parrot
This is the first book created primarily for the field identification of parrots, one of
the most familiar and colorful groups of birds. From the mighty. macaws to the
diminutive pygmy parrots, the 350 species of parrots include cockatoos, parakeets,
lovebirds, and Budgerigar. Most are brightly colored or even gaudy, but a few are
drab, and some are nocturnal and flightess. Parrots, found throughout most of the
warmer regions of the world, occur in greatest numbers in Australasian and South
America. This book includes 88 superb color illustrations of every species and most
identifiable subspecies of parrot, as well as range maps of their locations. It offers
many firsthand insights into the ecology of each species, vocalizations, life cycle
characteristics, and geographical variation. It also provides up-to-date information
on the conservation status of those species of parrots that are threatened or
endangered.

The Parrot Problem Solver
This book provides insight into the instances in which wildlife species can create
problems. Some species trigger problems for human activities, but many others
need humans to save them and to continue to exist. The text addresses issues
faced by economists and politicians dealing with laws involving actions undertaken
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to resolve the problems of the interaction between humans and wildlife. Here, the
words ‘problematic species’ are used in their broadest sense, as may be
appreciated in the short introductions to the various sections. At times, the authors
discuss special cases while always extending the discussion into a more general
and broad vision. At others, they present real cutting-edge analysis of ecological
topics and issues. The book will be of interest to biologists, ecologists and wildlife
managers involved in research on wildlife, parks, and environmental management,
as well as to government departments and agencies, NGOs and conservation
wildlife organizations. Even those in contact with nature, such as hunters, herders,
and farmers, will be able to find a great deal of important information. Specific
case studies are selected from among the most significant and prevalent cases
throughout the world. A total of 26 papers have been selected for this book,
written by zoologists, biologists and ecologists. Many have an interdisciplinary
approach, with contributions by economists, criminologists, technical specialists,
and engineers.

Parrotlets. Parrotlet Owners Manual. Parrotlet Book for Care,
Environment, Training, Health, Feeding and Costs.
From the tiny parakeet to the giant hyacinth macaw, not all parrots place the same
demands on their parents. Parakeets, conures, cockatiels, lories—the parrot family
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consists of the most popular pet birds, each offering keepers their unique
characteristics and exotic beauty as well as their specific requirements. Bird expert
and author, Carol Frishmann has written a must-have book for every parrot parentto-be, an all-in-one guide that will remain indispensable in every bird home,
regardless of the size, trainability, or personality of the feathered child. More than
a selection guide, Parenting a Parrot offers all the information owners need to know
about feeding, caring for, and training their chosen parrot. Though both good
talkers, the eclectus parrot may be quieter than the cockatoo, but he’s not nearly
as cuddly. Parenting a Parrot tells owners what to expect from their parrots and
how to get the most out of their avian companions. INSIDE THIS BOOK: Finding and
purchasing the ideal parrot Descriptions and needs of the most popular twenty
parrot species Comprehensive positive-reinforcement-based training chapter,
including trick training, talking, and training a flighted bird Living with a parrot,
including establishing daily routine, socializing, housing, home safety, and
cleanliness The parrot’s meal plan: diets, organic and natural options, and special
needs Understanding parrot behavior, enrichment strategies, and problem solving
Grooming, health care, first aid, and senior care Parenting tips highlighted in
sidebars in each chapter Lists of recommendations for best talkers, quietest
species, trick experts, beginner’s birds, etc. Includes detailed species descriptions
of these parrots: African Greys Amazons Bourke’s Parkeets Caiques Cockatiels
Cockatoos Conures Eclectus Lineolated Parakeets Lories and Lorikeets Lovebirds
Macaws Parakeets/Budgies Parrotlets Pionus Psittaculas Quaker Parakeets
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Senegals and Other Poicephalus Plus: Brotogeris, Great-Bills, Kakarikis, Rosellas,
Hawk-Headed Parrots, Vasa Parrots

Keeping Parrots
The popular English television personality suggests that dogs' misbehavior is their
owners' fault and offers her method for training dogs of every temperament

Indian Ringneck. Indian Ringnecks as Pets. Indian Ringneck
Keeping, Pros and Cons, Care, Housing, Diet and Health.
When not properly trained and socialized, parrots are prone to developing
behavioral problems, including aggression and self-mutilation. Many parrot owners
face these problems and need guidance on how to solve them. This book offers
practical advice on how to understand, prevent, and correct aggressive beavhior in
parrots.

Parrot Parenting
Indian Ringneck Parakeet Guide book is a great book for a first time Indian
Ringneck Parakeet owner.
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Parakeets For Dummies
Features a comprehensive description and taxonomy details on the 10 Eclectus
subspecies, including housing, feeding, breeding, incubation, and handrearing.
Chapter on health and diseases written by an avian veterinarian.

The Complete Guide to Bird Care
The Parrot Wizard's Guide to Well-Behaved Parrots is the most comprehensive
approach to companion parrot keeping!In this 2nd edition, the Parrot Wizard will
guide you through all aspects of having a companion pet parrot. Learn step by step
how to develop a friendly, tame, loving bird. Prevent and solve behavioral
problems, eliminate biting, teach good behavior, develop your own personal
connection. For long term parrot owners and new owners alike. Information on
handling any parrot big or small regardless of its past. Join the Parrot Wizard on a
journey to discover how magical a well-behaved parrot can be."Michael Sazhin's
skills are unmatched and he is very dedicated to helping people and their parrots.
From a veterinary perspective, I find this book to be useful for keeping your bird
healthy." -Dr. Greg Burkett, DVM, DABVP (Avian Veterinarian)It's not magic, it's an
educated, effective, heartfelt approach.
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The Parrot Wizard's Guide to Well-Behaved Parrots
Creative Nature Photography
From two noted experts-the first in-depth book on teaching your bird to talk
Teaching a bird to talk isn't as difficult as it may seem. In this easy-to-follow guide,
avian experts Diane Grindol and Tom Roudybush reveal how you can communicate
with your parrot far beyond "hello" and, in turn, understand what your bird is trying
to communicate to you. Teaching Your Bird to Talk compiles an impressive amount
of background, training, and research regarding bird vocalizations, walking you
step by step through the behavioral mechanics of training parrots to talk (as well
as starlings, mynahs, and other birds). Whether you want your bird to mimic
words, talk on cue, or have some understanding of what you are saying, this guide
shows you the type of training you need to do with your bird. The book also takes a
close look at the work of Dr. Irene Pepperberg-the world's foremost authority in the
field of parrot intelligence and trainer of Alex the African Grey Parrot. * Identifies
which species of bird are likely to talk and which aren't * Explores field research on
regional languages and dialects of parrots in the wild * Features true stories from
owners of talking birds * Explains how to handle problems with vocal parrots, such
as screaming and using inappropriate language * Offers tips on feeding and
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housing birds, and finding an avian veterinarian

A Guide to Colour Mutations and Genetics in Parrots
This complete revision of A Guide to Asiatic Parrots in Australia sees the addition of
over 70 new colour images of new mutations, and improved text including new
genetic tables and more information on nutrition, housing and breeding.

No Bad Dogs
Parakeet Care
Presents a guide for taking care of a parrot, discussing the different types, physical
features, selection considerations, behaviors, housing options, diet, care, health
concerns, training, and breeding of the animal.

Ringneck Parakeets
With this book, you will get all the information you need, starting from how to
identify the bird, choose a healthy bird for your home, make sure that you form a
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strong bond and also keep the parrot healthy and happy for life.

Scent of the Missing
"Ringneck Parakeets - All About Nutrition, Training, Care, Diseases And
Treatments," 152 pages paperback edition with black and white interior. From this
book you will learn how to understand your parrots behavior to avoid situation of
biting, how to understand your parrots body language, how to teach them to talk,
what steps you must follow if your bird is escaping and you want to bring it back,
how to hand feed a baby parrot and many interesting things. This book also
presents the possible diseases that Ringneck Parakeets may encounter in their
lives and the treatments we need to apply when these situations occur. By
understanding how these diseases affect our birds, we can always prevent,
recognize and cure them. This book contains the following chapters: Introduction
Ringneck Parakeets, Indian Ringneck Parrots, Rose - Ringed Parrots Description
Areas of a Ringneck Parakeet Character Lifespan Subspecies of Ringneck Parakeets
How to choose the right bird General criteria How to purchase a healthy bird Life
with cage birds Preparing your house for the new arrived bird The transportation of
the bird The new arrived bird's diet The main diet of Ringneck Parakeets Cleaning
your bird's house Cages and accessories Cage location Cages Aviaries Roofing Toys
and accessories How to train your bird Talking and training How to teach your bird
not to bite Learn to observe your birds body language Cold season, hot season
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How to care of your bird in cold season How to care of your bird in hot season
Breeding The anatomy of Ringneck Parakeets Respiratory organs Digestive
components Urinary tract organs Genital organs The eyes The ears Molting How to
maintain your bird's health The first sign of disease Few advices about how to keep
your bird healthy How to recognize the abnormal droppings Feather picking and
self-mutilation How to catch and manipulate your bird without hurting it How to
choose the right avian vet What should you know, when you inform your vet
Microchipping your bird How to take care of the beak and the nails of your bird
How to clip your birds wings Bathing your bird The special needs of the birds Flying
exercises Bedding materials The everyday life of birds Inappropriate perches What
you can do if your bird escapes outside How to prevent the escape What you can
do if your bird has already escaped First aid kit for your bird How to hand feed a
baby Parakeet How to administer medication to your bird Adding medication in
drinking water Adding medication in food Liquid medication (Suspensions)
Injectable medication Vitamins and minerals excess or deficiency Trauma at birds
Poor general condition Forced feeding Parasites External parasites Internal
parasites Skin and feather problems Inflammation of the skin (Dermatitis)
Xanthomas (Fatty tumors) Skin tumors (Lipomas) The appetite and the digestive
system The bird eats too much The bird doesn't want to eat and drink When the
bird has diarrhoea Enteritis (Inflammation of the intestines) Capillaria ( Capillary or
Threadworms) Gastrointestinal parasites (Tapeworms) Constipation Obesity
Excessive weight loss Inflammation of the crop Liver diseases Inflammation of the
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liver (Hepatitis) Fatty liver Beak health problems Deformed beak Soft beak Injuries
of the beak Respiratory system problems Acute respiratory insufficiency Abundant
nose secretion Rhinitis Sense organs problems The eyes The ears Reproduction
problems The retention of the egg Infertility of the cock Nervous system problems
Twirling and Torticollis Dizzy bird Diseases of the feet Abscess of the feet and
more..

Birds For Dummies
The Parrotlet, or Pocket Parrot, is indigenous to regions of Central and South
America, Mexico, and the Caribbean Islands. Their natural habitats are diverse,
ranging from forests to semi-arid regions. They are the smallest parrot species in
the world and are characterised by their beautiful plumage and big personalities!
This book will introduce you to the various species of these pint-sized parrots by
discussing their appearance and biology, typical behaviour, reproduction and
breeding, their feeding needs, socialisation and bonding, how to (try to) train them,
and what makes these feathery bundles of energy entertaining and unique. It will
also tell you what you need to know in order to decide whether or not this is the
pet for you and, if it is, where to buy one, how to select your bird or birds, what you
need to buy before you bring it home, and how to take proper care of it. The owner
must know what Parrotlets require with regards to their environment. The cage and
the necessary equipment is examined in this book as these all impact on the
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health and happiness of captive birds, especially active and intelligent ones like
these. The Parrotlet is susceptible to the same bacterial, viral, parasitic and fungal
infections and infestations that other birds may contract. Anyone who is serious
about owning one needs to know what to look for and how to deal with common
conditions. There is also information about diseases one can catch from a parrot.
Covered in this book: - Appearance - Basics - Behaviour - Biology - Bonding Buying - Cages - Costs - Different types - Diseases - Environment - Feeding - Health
- Hygiene - Personality - Reproduction - Settling in - Socialisation - Training . and
much more

A Guide to Neophema and Neopsephotus Genera and their
Mutations, Revised Edition
A “haunting meditation on trust, hope and love” by a woman who adopts and
trains a Golden Retriever puppy to become a search-and-rescue dog (People). In
the wake of the Oklahoma City bombing, Susannah Charleson’s attention was
caught by a newspaper photograph of a canine handler, his exhausted face buried
in the fur of his search-and-rescue dog. Susannah, a dog lover and pilot with
search experience herself, was so moved by the image that she decided to
volunteer with a local canine team, plunging herself into an astonishing new world.
While the team worked long hours for nonexistent pay and often heart-wrenching
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results, Charleson discovered the joy of working in partnership with a canine friend
and the satisfaction of using their combined skills to help her fellow human beings.
Once she qualified to train a dog of her own, Charleson adopted Puzzle—a smart,
spirited Golden Retriever puppy who exhibited unique aptitudes as a working dog,
but was a bit less interested in the role of compliant house pet. Scent of the
Missing is the story of Charleson’s adventures with Puzzle as they search for a lost
teen; an Alzheimer’s patient wandering in the cold; and signs of the crew amid the
debris of the space shuttle Columbia disaster—all while unraveling the mystery of
the bond between humans and dogs. “A riveting view of both the human animal
bond and the training of search and rescue dogs. All dog lovers and people
interested in training service dogs should read this book.” —Temple Grandin,
author of Animals Make Us Human
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